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School Zone's Preschool Stickers workbook provides a fun-filled introduction to important readiness

skills. The interesting lessons focus on counting, shapes, patterns, sequencing, beginning sounds,

matching and classifying, alphabetical and numerical order and much more! The clear directions

and interactive stickers will provide hours of educational fun for your child. (64 pages | Ages: 3-6)
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For over 35 years, School Zone has been an innovator in children's educational products! School

Zone creates a wide range of educational resources to support every curriculum.

Lots of great fun actives for kids, what can a person say!

I bought this book for my soon to be 3 year old and she loves it. Since she can't reproduce perfect

symbols yet, this books allows her to think and learn by using stickers. She always asks me to go

do stickers and she really enjoys it. I would definitely recommend this book to the parent out there

and now I am looking to purchase some additional stickers books..

Such cute bookGreat even for 1 year olds take a sticker put it in their finger and together put it on

appropriate place . Don't worry it will come them doing it alone . Great language starter and skills

manipulative and lots more . Important part is interaction in a good learning way .



This book is great! It does an incredible job of making learning fun. It's a good getting ready for

preschool book. It covers a lot of subjects and even has some basic tracing and writing numbers.

Itvdoesn't even feel like a workbook mostly, just an entertaining sticker book. I love it! I wish they

made one for all of the elementary grades.

I got this book for my daughter when she was 4 and now for my son who is 4 too. They can't get

enough of the activities. They are fun, the stickers and pictures and bright and attractive to a

preschooler. They don't realize they are learning, since it does not feel very boring.I can't say

enough in praise of School Zone. Their books are way more engaging and cost a whole deal less

than the Kumon books.My 2nd grader works on grade level math books from School Zone and she

loves them too.

I used this for my 4 year old child, and she has lots of fun with the stickers. Children love stickers

and this book builds on that fact by teaching using stickers. There are neat exercises such as

counting, finding beginning letter, rhyming words, patterns, sequences, etc all of which ask the

reader to pick up from a selection of stickers grouped by a page number. For example, A page has

the 4 alphabets - I,J,K,L; the child needs to look up the available stickers for this page and paste

each sticker in the box for the letter that begins its name.

Preschoolers love stickers! My son always wants to do this book! My only tip is I cut out the section

of stickers and tear out the coordinating page for him.

I bought this book for my 2.4 old daughter. She loves this! We finished the book in about a week

(playing "school" every day :)), now I'm buying one more, and may be more later :)).Some pages

are too difficult for her, like alphabet pages (we speak language other than English at home, so I

have to explain every sticker placement), but otherwise great activity. There are many "finish the

scene" pages that are her favorite.
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